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In his famous book The Great Pianists: from Mozart to the Present, Harold C. Schonberg
stated that there was not a really Central European pianist school in the early 20th century,
claiming that “the major pianists from Hungary, Czechoslovakia and the Balkan countries
generally have ended their studies in the West.”1 However, this statement is only partially
relevant, at least, for Hungarian pianists. It is true that most of the internationally known
Hungarian pianists of the twentieth century left Hungary and made their careers in Western
European countries or in the USA. But before that, most of them completed their studies in
Budapest, at the Ferenc Liszt Music Academy, as pupils of Béla Bartók, Ernő Dohnányi or
Arnold Székely (1874–1958). According to their recollections, the Liszt Academy remained a
central point in their careers. They considered themselves to be part of a tradition which was
established by the first teaching staff of the Music Academy: Ferenc Liszt and his pupils like
István Thomán (1862–1940) or Árpád Szendy (1863–1922).
There are many common points between the biographies of the Hungarian pianists who
started their careers after the First World War (see the table in Appendix 1): most of them
studied chamber music with Leó Weiner and some of them also studied composition with
Zoltán Kodály. The piano music of Hungarian composers, such as Ferenc Liszt, Béla Bartók,
Zoltán Kodály and Ernő Dohnányi, was in the focus of their repertoires. Their performances
met with success at the first major international piano competitions.2 Most of them made sound
recordings abroad, since, mainly for political reasons, they left Hungary partly in the 1930s and
1940s, and partly around the time of the 1956 revolution. That is why their sound recordings
are rarely accessible in Hungarian collections, but most of them are available in the Sound
Recording Collection of the British Library.
In the proposed research I intend to examine the sound recordings of Hungarian pianists
made in Western Europe or in the USA between 1926 and 1970. The topic has not been a
subject of musicological research yet. Some previous generations were already investigated,
namely the pupils of Liszt,3 or the interpretation style of Bartók and Dohnányi,4 but the first
world-known generation of Hungarian pianists was not treated as a group, despite the fact, that
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they were the first Hungarian pianists who had the opportunity to make a larger number of
sound recordings.5
Since some Hungarian pianists wrote not only memoirs,6 but also books and manuals on
piano playing and the piano repertoire,7 it is possible to compare their interpretation with their
written statements. The Sound Recording Collection of the British Library also owns
unpublished talks and radio interviews of Hungarian pianists,8 which can be valuable sources
for further research. The analysis of the interviews can prove on the one hand that they had a
profound influence on the reception of Hungarian music in Western countries; on the other
hand, they can serve as oral history sources for the biographies of the pianists as well.
I intend to focus on Hungarian pianists’ interpretation of piano pieces and concertos by
Liszt, Bartók and Dohnányi, in addition to their Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Brahms and Chopin
recordings which are to be compared to recordings of Bartók and Dohnányi. As there seems to
be some significant differences between the output of the schools of Bartók and Dohnányi,9 it
is worth examining the differences in their teaching approach through the analysis of
recordings by their pupils, added to written sources and recollections. On the basis of the
analyses I will try to define the position of the Hungarian piano school among the most
important pianistic trends of the early twentieth century, like the romantic tradition of the 19th
century,10 neo-classical piano performance11 or the so-called “Bartók-Prokofieff-Stravinsky
Style”.12
The proposed research is not only a continuation of my former research projects connected
to early sound recordings13 and performance style,14 but it will also broaden their spectrum to
the interpretation of pianists. Furthermore, it can serve as a pilot project for a planned
institutional application for an ERC research grant which intends to deal with the migration of
Hungarian musicians in the 20th century.
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